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                           Playing Fast - Key Tactics 

Group Tactic  - Outnumbering/Overloading on the Puck (Strong) Side 

Definition: The tactic of outnumbering on the puck or overloading is not new. Teams that 
play fast at the elite level in competitive hockey apply this offensive and defensive tactic 
to create odd player situations. These odd player situations provide the team that has 
outnumbered their opponent on the puck with a competitive advantage. At Think Less 
Play Faster (TLPF) Hockey we encourage coaches at the competitive levels from Pee 
Wee to Junior to teach and coach outnumbering/overloading on the puck so young 
competitive players perfect their technical hockey skills and the ability to play the game 
fast under pressure. Tactics such as outnumbering/overloading help a player’s 
development because the athlete is forced to execute skills under pressure in tight 
spaces. 

We have a responsibility to teach and coach tactical play that supports playing “fast” or 
with “pressure” to ensure every kid gets the opportunity to reach their potential. A 
hockey player’s ability to play fast is contingent upon the player learning tactical skills 
that support playing fast. Obviously technical hockey skills play a big role in the player 
being able to play fast however individual and group tactical hockey execution plays a 
big role in the process as well. We see too many young talented hockey players who 
only play 100’ of the ice surface. Our young talented players must be taught the 200’ 
game and how to be as good defensively as they are offensively. I realize that there are 
hockey people out there who may disagree philosophically will TLPF Hockey but that’s 
okay, we can agree to disagree. 

Examples of Outnumbering/Overloading Opportunities: 

✅ Defensive zone play with five in the box strong side collapsing down low below the 
hash marks to play five against three in puck battles or to recover loose pucks and win 
the puck possession & control to exit the zone, 

✅ Offensive zone on the fore-check to win the puck recovery battle and advance the 
puck on net below the hash marks or up top to the points, 

✅ Offensive zone down low play strong side to cycle the puck or work plays below the 
hash marks isolating on defenders 2-1, 3-2, 4-3. 

✅ Puck battles in all three zones of the ice surface to recover the puck and win the 
puck possession and control game, 

✅ Attack rush play 3-2, 2-1, etc.  
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✅ Offensive zone exit plays, 

✅ Defending the neutral zone with an aggressive overload fore-check, 

✅ 3 against 3 down low below the hash marks in the offensive zone isolating on a 
defender to create an odd player advantage with give and goes etc. 

Conclusion: 

Teams that play fast feature player and puck movement in all three zones of the ice. 
Teams that play fast are not stationary offensively or defensively in all three zones of the 
ice surface. These teams support the puck and turn their lines over every 30-45 
seconds because of (fatigue) need. Players come off the ice winded because they have 
been supporting the puck offensively and defensively in all three zones.   

Remember, competitive minor hockey is supposed to be about developing young 
hockey players to their full potential on and off the ice. Hockey is meant to be played 
fast and in tight spaces. The defensive game is as important as the offensive game 
because hockey is a “team” game.  

Always outnumber, never outnumbered, man up! Play fast and enjoy the game. Be a 
player who wins one on one battles and can play in traffic with speed and physicality. 
We will share video clips that feature outnumbering/overloading in all three zones in 
coming weeks and months to support the learning process.
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